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The Wicked + the Divine Deluxe Edition Year Three
Collection of short stories with a classic fairy-tale twist set in Batman's Gotham City.
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The World of Black Hammer Library Edition Volume 2
"In the 40-years since its debut, Swamp Thing has been graced with some of the best writers
in comics from Len Wein to Alan Moore and now, as part of the DC Comics--The New 52,
'American Vampire' scribe Scott Snyder brings his talents to an all new Swamp Thing series
set in the DC Universe"--

East of West
The Isles of Los Angeles 2089: Humanity is addicted to technology. Getting a virtual buzz is
the only thing left to live for, and gangsters run it all. And who do these gangsters turn to when
they need their rule enforced? Constables Led Dent and Debbie Decay are about to be given a
job that will force them out of the familiar squalor of LA and into the last tech-less country on
Earth: The Garden Nation of Tokyo. Presenting the full run of the smash hit TOKYO GHOST
by RICK REMENDER and SEAN GORDON MURPHY in this oversized hardcover, packed
with extra content, variants, designs, sketches, and bonus materials! Collects TOKYO GHOST
#1-10.

Descender Vol. 1
"Originally published in single magazine form as Paper Girls #1-10"--Title page verso.
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The Wicked + The Divine Book One
The first major DESCENDER event is here. This is what it has all been building to. The Robot
Resistance rises up and tightens its iron grip in the universe as the origins of the Harvesters
are finally revealed and the galaxy is thrown into all-out war! A new chapter of the sci-fi epic
begins here by superstar creators JEFF LEMIRE and DUSTIN NGUYEN. Collects
DESCENDER #22-26

Alex + Ada: The Complete Collection Deluxe Deluxe Edition
KIERON GILLEN, JAMIE McKELVIE, and MATTHEW WILSON return with an Eisner Awardnominated modern fantasy where gods are the ultimate pop stars and pop stars are the
ultimate gods. Revel in the opulence of this oversized hardback! Revel in it! Collects THE
WICKED + THE DIVINE #1-11

Nailbiter: the Deluxe Murder Edition
The oversized prestige collection of the Second Year of The Apocalypse. Collects EAST OF
WEST #16-29.

Swamp Thing by Scott Snyder Deluxe Edition
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From writer/artist Jeff Lemire, the mastermind behind Essex County and TRILLIUM, comes this
new edition of his critically acclaimed masterpiece, SWEET TOOTH! A cross between BAMBI
and Cormac McCarthy's THE ROAD, SWEET TOOTH tells the story of Gus, a rare new breed
of human/animal hybrid children, has been raised in isolation following an inexplicable
pandemic that struck a decade earlier. Now, with the death of his father he's left to fend for
himselfuntil he meets a hulking drifter named Jepperd who promises to help him. Jepperd and
Gus set out on a post-apocalyptic journey into the devastated American landscape to find The
Preserve which is a refuge for hybrids. This unique and haunting series is written and
illustrated by Eisner-nominated creator Lemire and colored by fellow Eisner nominee Jose
Villarrubia. This graphic novel collects issues #1-12.

Descender Deluxe Edition Vol. 1
ÒDelightful and quirky.Ó ÑNerdist ÒA breath of fresh air.Ó ÑCBR ÒEach panel feels handpainted, done in loving detail to convey not just the wonderful action sequences in this story,
but also the emotions felt by all three characters as they face their individual journeys.Ó ÑTech
Times As the Green Arrow, Oliver Queen fights tirelessly for social justice in Seattle. But sans
crossbow, quiver and arrows, Queen is famous for being a playboy socialite and a high-tech
entrepreneur. The dichotomy is clear: How can you fight Òthe manÓ when you are Òthe
manÓ? ThatÕs a question he must answerÑespecially after meeting Dinah Lance (a.k.a. Black
Canary), a superhero rock star who challenges everything he thought he knew about
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protecting the innocent. As his romance with Lance deepens, Queen begins to question the
elitism and moral outrage that fuels his nighttime vigils. The events in the first volume of Green
Arrow: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition will rattle the Emerald ArcherÕs status quo and change the
way he lives forever. Collects Green Arrow: Rebirth #1 and Green Arrow #1-12, with special
bonus material including character sketches, thumbnails and variant covers.

Paper Girls Deluxe Edition
Collects DESCENDER #1-6.

Machine Moon
Young Robot boy Tim-21 and his companions struggle to stay alive in a universe where all
androids have been outlawed and bounty hunters lurk on every planet. Written by awardwinning creator, JEFF LEMIRE, DESCENDER is a rip-roaring and heartfelt cosmic odyssey.
LEMIRE pits humanity against machine, and world against world, to create a sprawling epic.
Collects DESCENDER #1-16

Descender: The Deluxe Edition Vol. 2
Sixteen of the world's most notorious serialkillers were all born and raised in Buckaroo,
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Oregon. What is happening in thissmall town that has created so many serial killers? The worst
and most infamousbeing Edward Charles Warren theNailbiter! Joshua Williamson and
MikeHenderson deliver a mystery that mixes Twin Peaks with the horror ofSe7en! The critically
acclaimed hit thrillercontinues with more shocking horror! Is there a new serial killer
fromBuckaroo?! Are unlocking the town's deep secrets worth selling yoursoul? Fans of
Wytches, Outcast and TheWalking Dead will enjoy this bloodydrama! This deluxe oversized
hardcovercollects the issues #11-#20 issues of Nailbiter and features bonus materialnever
before collected including sketches, a process section, the originalpitch, and script pages.

The Underwater Welder
At long last, itÍs finally time for the second hardcover collection of SAGA, the New York Times
best-selling series praised by everyone from Alan Moore to Lin-Manuel Miranda! Created by
the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES (Mystery Society, North 40,
Archie Comics) and writer BRIAN K. VAUGHAN (THE PRIVATE EYE, PAPER GIRLS, WE
STAND ON GUARD), SAGA BOOK TWO continues the action-packed education of Hazel, a
child born to star-crossed parents from opposite sides of a never-ending galactic war.
Collecting 18 issues of the smash-hit comic, this massive edition features a striking original
cover from Fiona Staples, as well as a brand-new gallery of exclusive, never-before-seen
SAGA artwork from legendary creators including CLIFF CHIANG, PIA GUERRA, FAITH ERIN
HICKS, KARL KERSCHL, JASON LATOUR, SEAN GORDON MURPHY, STEVE SKROCE,
and MORE!
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The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse suite
The climactic chapter of DESCENDER is here! All the various factions who have been hunting
Tim-21 finally converge around the ocean planet Mata, just as the robots launch their galaxywide revolution But nothing can prepare the young android Tim or the readers for what
happens next. The DESCENDER saga comes to a startling climax and sets the stage for the
next mind-bending adventure. Collects DESCENDER #27-32

Green Arrow: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1
FINAL STORY ARC! After five years, we reach the final volume. We do not go gentle into that
good night, but go driving a converted tank, covered in glitter and spangles, with a sound
system audible from Mars blaring nothing but bangers. Gods, pop stars, an ending. WeÕll miss
you. Collects THE WICKED +THE DIVINE #40-45

Ody-C Cycle 1
The final collection of the epic SciFi Western, EASTOF WEST, presented in a prestige, deluxe
hardcoverformat. Collects EAST OF WEST#31-45

Descender Volume 4
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Jeff Lemire (DESCENDER, GREEN ARROW) continues his vivid exploration of kindness and
cruelty in a post-apocalyptic world. The human race has reached its darkest hour. In the seven
years since the Affliction first appeared, billions have died. All the children born since the
plague are a strange new race of animal-human hybrids. One of the few remaining humans, a
drifter named Jepperd, has formed a bond with one such child, a sweet deer-like boy called
Gus. But even among the hybrid children, Gus is an anomaly, seemingly born before the
sickness began. Believing that GusÍs history might be the key to the plagueÍs origins, Jepperd
and the boy will journey north together to Alaska in the hope that if they can uncover the story
of his birth, it will lead them to a cure for the sickness. But the troubling question remains: If
Gus isnÍt a product of the Affliction, was he its cause? Collects SWEET TOOTH #13-25, a
pinup gallery from some of the comics industryÍs top talents, and an introduction by colorist
Jos_ Villarrubia.

Sweet Tooth Deluxe Edition Book Two
"Black Hammer created by Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston."

Black Hammer Library Edition
With tons of extras, this deluxe hardcover edition collects #1-12 of the critically-acclaimed
series by two-time Eisner Award-winner Zander Cannon. Welcome to Kaijumax, where the
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worst of the worst monsters are safely locked away from the human world. Electrogor is ripped
away from his family and struggles to determine whom to trust, which gangs to avoid, and
when to take on the big man to show you aren't to be trifled with. With tons of extras, this
deluxe hardcover edition collects #1-12 of the critically-acclaimed series by two-time Eisner
Award-winner Zander Cannon.

Fatale
The Eververse is collapsing under its own weight. GrantMcKay created the Pillar to save the
world with science, and now he must use itto save all worlds, all of creation, or doom reality
itself to oblivion. The Anarchist League of Scientists chargesforward for one final adventure as
RICK REMENDER and MATTEOSCALERA bring their seminal pulp science fiction epic to a
mind-shatteringfinale. Collects BLACK SCIENCE#31-43

Black Science Premiere Hardcover Volume 3: A Brief Moment of Clarity
First published in single-magazine format as East of West #1-15 and The World One-Shot.

Low Book One: Deluxe Edition
Image's red-hot new series continues as Tim-21 struggles to trust his new companions, the
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Scrappers move in, and factions from across the galaxy tighten their grip.

Black Hammer Library Edition Volume 2
An expanded look at the past and future of Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston's Eisner Awardwinning Black Hammer universe, with two complete series drawn by Wilfredo Torres and Matt
Kindt! Far in the future of Black Hammer, a collection of superheroes, inspired by the
legendary heroes of Black Hammer Farm, must band together to save the planet from an
authoritarian regime. During the Golden Age of superheroes, an elite Air Force crew called the
Black Hammer Squadron bands together to combat the Nazis, a host of occult threats, and
their ultimate aerial warrior the Ghost Hunter. Collects The Quantum Age and Black Hammer
'45 in a deluxe, oversized hardcover format with a new cover, sketchbook extras, and more!

Kaijumax Book One
The cursed Josephine travels from 1950s San Francisco, where crooked cops hide deeper
evils, to mid-1970s Los Angeles, where burnt-out actors and ex-cult groupies are caught in her
dark web of death and desire.

Descender Vol. 6: Machine War
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Tim-21, Telsa and Quon finally escape the Machine Moon and head out on a quest to find the
ancient robot who may hold the key to the Harvesters. Meanwhile Andy and his rag-tag team
close in on Tim, but their fragile alliance is shattered by Driller's revealtions. A new chapter of
the heartfelt Sci Fi epic begins here by superstar creators JEFF LEMIRE and DUSTIN
NGUYEN Collects issues 17 through 21.

Batman Tales: Once Upon a Crime
The first chapter of the highly acclaimed, Eisner Award-winning superhero saga in deluxe,
oversized hardcover format. Collects the first and second volumes of Black Hammer, and
Black Hammer: Giant Sized Annual in a deluxe, hardcover, and oversized format with a new
cover, sketchbook extras, and more! Mysteriously banished from existence by a multiversal
event, the old superheroes of Spiral City now lead simple lives on a bizarre farm from which
there is no escape! But as they employ all of their super abilities to free themselves from this
strange purgatory, a mysterious stranger works to bring them back into action for one last
adventure! "I don't read many comics these days, and I can't remember the last time I read a
superhero comic, but I'm loving Black Hammer." - Mike Mignola "Black Hammer is easily one
of Lemire's best creations." - Scott Snyder "Amazing. Just flat-out amazing." - Patton Oswalt

Saga: Book Two Deluxe Edition
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Sixteen Families have gathered together in the exclusive luxury confines of Triton One to
resolve the emerging conflict between Carlyle and Hock, and theyêve brought their Lazari with
them. Deception and war go hand in hand, culminating in a final revelation that will truly
change everything for Forever Carlyle. Collects LAZARUS #10-21

Trillium: The Deluxe Edition
A decade after planet-sized robots wreaked havoc across the galaxy, a young android
awakens to find that all robots have been outlawed and goes on the run with his robot dog.

Descender #4
"Originally published in single magazine form as Descender #12-16"--Indicia.

The Wicked + The Divine Vol. 9: "Okay"
Millennia ago, mankind fled the Earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the darkest
oceans. Shielded from a merciless sun's scorching radiation, the human race tried to stave off
certain extinction by sending robotic probes far into the galaxy to search for a new home
among the stars. Generations later, one family is about to be torn apart in a conflict that will
usher in the final race to save humanity from a world beyond hope. Dive into an aquatic
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fantasy like none you've ever seen before in this oversized hardcover, packed to the gills with
concept art, design sketches, original script, and more hidden treasures, as writer RICK
REMENDER (DEADLY CLASS, SEVEN TO ETERNITY) and artist GREG TOCCHINI (LAST
DAYS OF AMERICAN CRIME) bring you a tale of mankind's final hour in the cold, deathly dark
of the sea. Collects LOW #1-15

Lazarus The Second Collection
Ananke is dead. What do the gods do? Whatever they want. What can go wrong? Everything.
Literally, everything. The bestselling, critically acclaimed comic by Kieron Gillen, Jamie
McKelvie, and Matt Wilson reaches its Imperial Phase, with copious "making of" material and
extensive director's commentary in this oversized hardcover edition. Collects THE WICKED +
THE DIVINE #23-33

Colonel Weird: Cosmagog
A new, cataclysmic chapter of theDescender saga is here! All the various factions who have
been hunting Tim-21finally converge around the ocean planet, Mata just as the robots launch
theirgalaxy wide revolution! But nothing can prepare the young android Tim, or thereaders, for
what happens next. The Descender saga comes to a startling climaxand sets the stage for the
next, mind bendingadventure. A new chapter of the heartfeltSci-Fi epic by superstar creators
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JEFF LEMIRE and DUSTIN NGUYEN beginshere. Collects issues 27 through32.

Descender #32
The critically acclaimed, bestselling saga of DESCENDER comes to a shocking conclusion in
this final issue that will leave the universe of Tim-21 reeling. But as darkness consumes the
galaxy, a new hope arises..

The Machine War
From the award-winning creative team of JEFF LEMIRE and DUSTIN NGUYEN,
DESCENDER is a rip-roaring and heartfelt cosmic odyssey that pits humanity against
machine, and world against world, to create a sprawling sci-fi epic. This second oversized
hardcover collection sees the final solution of the Harvesters come to fruition as the fate of the
entire galaxy rests in the hands of one young robot who's finally ready to take the great leap
forward. Collects DESCENDER #17-32

East of West: the Apocalypse Year Two
ODY-C, modeled after Homer's Odyssey, is a psychedelic, gender-broke science-fiction epic
that tells the story of three legendary warrior-queens, Odyssia, Ene and Gamem, returning
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home after a centuries-long battle. Told in verse with a visual sensibility that redefines the very
possibilities of the comics medium, this gloriously oversized hardcover also has exclusive
bonus materials including essays by classicist Dani Colman, teaching aids, and a massive
10-page fold-out previously only available in the sold-out first issue. FRACTION and WARD
are doing wildly imaginative work combining fantastic Greek mythology with futuristic science
fiction, and the book has a visual sensibility unlike anything else on the stands. A.V. Club
Collects ODY-C #1-12.

Descender Vol. 5: Rise Of The Robots
A space-age scientist and early twentieth-century English explorer. Two disparate souls
separated by thousands of years and hundreds of millions of miles. Impossibly, they meet.
Their love could bring about the end of the universe, but even with reality unraveling around
them, nothing can pull them apart. Eisner Award-nominated writer/artist Jeff Lemire (SWEET
TOOTH) tells an ambitious and mind-expanding love story in TRILLIUM—a thrilling saga of life
and death, exploration and empathy that spans the far reaches of space-time and the depths
of the human heart. This new collected edition features a never-before-seen sketch gallery
from Lemire. Collects TRILLIUM #1-8.

Sweet Tooth Book One
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Pressure. As an underwater welder on an oilrig off the coast of Nova Scotia, Jack Joseph is
used to the immense pressures of deep-sea work. Nothing, however, could prepare him for the
pressures of impending fatherhood. As Jack dives deeper and deeper, he seems to pull further
and further away from his young wife, and their unborn son. But then, something happens
deep on the ocean floor. Jack has a strange and mind-bending encounter that will change the
course of his life forever. Equal parts blue-collar character study and mind-bending science
fiction epic, The Underwater Welder is a 250-page graphic novel that explores fathers and
sons, birth and death, memory and truth, and treasures we all bury deep down inside.

Tokyo Ghost Complete Edition
From JONATHAN LUNA (THE SWORD, GIRLS, Spider-Woman: Origin) and SARAH
VAUGHN (Sparkshooter, Ruined) comes ALEX + ADA, a sci-fi drama set in the near future.
The last thing in the world Alex wanted was an X5, the latest in realistic androids, but after Ada
is dropped into his life, he discovers she is more than just a robot and takes a huge risk to
unlock Ada so she can think for herself and explore life as a sentient android. Can they survive
the consequences? This oversized hardcover collects issues #1-15.

East of West: the Apocalypse, Year Three
The long-awaited conclusion to the highly acclaimed, Eisner Award-winning superhero saga.
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Torn from the Farm and faced with startling revelations about their last ten years, the Black
Hammer crew, stripped of their identities, must race to prevent a universal meltdown and make
hard sacrifices for the sake of existence itself! Meanwhile, a Lovecraftian teen finds there is a
hefty price she must pay to become "normal." Collects Black Hammer: Age of Doom #1-#12,
Black Hammer: Cthu-Louise, and The World of Black Hammer Encyclopedia in a deluxe,
oversized hardcover format with a new cover, sketchbook extras, and more!

Descender Volume 3: Singularities
In an inexplicable worldwide event, forty-seven extraordinary children were spontaneously born
by women who'd previously shown no signs of pregnancy. Millionaire inventor Reginald
Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when asked why, his only explanation was, "To
save the world." These seven children form The Umbrella Academy, a dysfunctional family of
superheroes with bizarre powers. Their first adventure at the age of ten pits them against an
erratic and deadly Eiffel Tower, piloted by the fearsome zombie-robot Gustave Eiffel. Nearly a
decade later, the team disbands, but when Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these disgruntled
siblings reunite just in time to save the world once again.
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